


Frontier Research Questions 
  How do different types of knowledge contribute to firm performance,

 and are there important differences for different types of firms (small v
 large)? (Belenzon and Pattaconi)  

  How do collaborative teams impact the distribution of innovation
 quality (lone wolves versus creative collaborations)? (Fleming and
 Singh) 

  What are the environmental drivers of high-impact innovation?  Are
 there significant differences in the ability to influence local versus
 distant follow-on research? (Agarwal and Singh) 

  What is the impact of the policy environment on the structure and
 performance of collaboration networks? (Furman and Murray) 



A Few Themes 
  The rate and direction of knowledge flows are grounded in the strategic,

 microeconomic, social and institutional environment 
  The ability of the knowledge producer to appropriate value 
  The ability of follow-on researchers to build on that knowledge 

  Knowledge outputs are multi-dimensional, and different measures (e.g.,
 patents versus papers) capture interrelated but distinctive components of the
 knowledge portfolio of a firm or team 

  Knowledge production is (increasingly?) a team activity 
  The formation and performance of collaborative teams 
  The structure, conduct and performance of knowledge networks (both team

 production and follow-on use) 

  The Citation Revolution has arrived! 



The Citation Revolution 
  Citations (or related referencing information) as a systematic (albeit imperfect) 

 measure of the linkage among knowledge producers and users over time, space
 and context 
  The “pieces of knowledge” approach to the measurement of knowledge flows 

  How do observed patterns of citations depend on the institutional, strategic,
 microeconomic and social environments 
  Linkage to the performance of individuals, organizations and the broader  economy 

  Relative to (even) 5 years ago, increasingly powerful IT tools : 
  Detailed statistical characterization of the relationship between cited and citer 
  Construction of co-author, citation, and collaboration networks 
  Identification of pieces of knowledge which are somehow “comparable” in order to

 focus on the impact of the environment for the diffusion of knoweldge over time,
 space and context- 



Anatomy of a Patent’s Citation Portfolio:#5186594 “Dual cassette load lock“ 
Filed 1990, Granted 1993, Assigned to Applied Materials, Inc. (Santa Clara, CA) 
MSA: 222 - San Francisco-Oakland-San Jose, CA, Cat: 51 - Materials Processing & Handling 

Knowledge auditing identifies how a given piece of knowledge  
diffuses across multiple domains 



 The Identification Revolution 

 The Disclosure Challenge 



Measuring Knowledge Flows:  A Cross-Sectional Approach 

  An increasingly central focus on the impact of institutions and
 policy in shaping the rate and direction of the production and
 diffusion of knowledge 

  However, most studies simply compare the average level of
 impact to a randomly drawn sample of patents and/or papers 
  Building on Jaffe (and others), some share of papers develop

 (and attempt to validate) a matching procedure which
 attempts to construct useful control group 

  Is Matching Enough???? 



Why do universities result in significant
 knowledge flows? 

  Selection:  University research has a higher level of intrinsic
 quality than privately funded research (at least on average) 

  Focus: The time pattern of impact from university research is
 different than privately funded research, perhaps because it
 is more “embryonic” or “basic” 

  The “Marginal” Impact:  Though the intrinsic quality of
 university research is identical, the policies/ norms
 governing university research (e.g.,  openness and
 publication) accelerate the diffusion of knowledge (and so
 increase measured impact) 



Is this important for understanding the drivers
 and consequences of knowledge flows? 

  Selection:  Reflects differences between universities and
 private firms in the quality and resources available to
 researchers 

  Focus:  Reflects differences between universities and private
 firms in the choice of research project 

  The Marginal Impact: Reflects the impact of rules and
 policies rather than differences in research quality or type 



The Ideal “Experiment” 
  Identify N knowledge “units” 

  For each piece of knowledge, observe the diffusion pattern in
 alternative institutional settings 

  For different types of knowledge, compare differences in the
 diffusion pattern (once again, by institutional setting) 

  Conditioning on overall quality, evaluate differences in the rate
 and extent of diffusion across knowledge types and institutional
 environments  

 However, by the very nature of knowledge, one cannot perform
 multiple diffusion “experiments” 



Feasible Identification Stratgy 
★ Focus on variation in the institutional setting of individual

 “pieces” of knowledge or knowledge trajectories 

  Exogenous shifts in the institutional environment 
  Identify gaps (or “lags”) in time between initial discovery (and first

 measured impact) and association with specific institutions, rules, and
 or technical communities 

  Ideal if the “lag” varies across different pieces of knowledge 
  Identification 

  Since the “lag” varies, identified separately from age effects 
  Since the discovery date varies, identified separately from year

 effects 
  At least in principles, the “control” for any one “experiment” can be

 other pieces of knowledge also subject to the “treatment” but with a
 different lag 
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In other words, how does the citation rate to a
 scientific paper or a patent change after the
 institutional or strategic environment in
 which that knowledge (could) flow changes? 

For what types of knowledge flows does a given
 institutional design matter?  



The Identification Revolution Meets the Citation Revolution 
  Fleming and Singh:  Does the higher impact of collaborative papers reflect: 

  Differences in the creativity and productivity of research teams over lone wolves? 
  Differences in the ability of a team to impact future research? 
  Differences between teams vs. lone wolves in the type of research which is disclosed

 through patents? 

  Agarwal and Singh:  Does the higher impact of local knowledge on local
 inventors in the face of a denser local network (and the converse for across
-region knowledge flows) reflect: 
  Differences in the types of inventions and “matching” in clusters vs periphery? 
  Differences in how innovation diffuses in clusters versus the periphery? 
  Differences in what types of knowledge gets disclosed in clusters vs periphery? 

  Belenzon and  Pattaconi:  Does the higher impact of papers for large firms and patents for
 small firms reflect: 
  Differences in the types of scientific and patentable research being done in large or small firms? 
  Differences in the value of scientific prestige and formal IP (respectively) in large v small firms? 
  Differences in the disclosure patterns of large versus small firms? 



 The Identification Revolution 

 The Disclosure Challenge 



The Disclosure Challenge 
• By and large, these papers (and the literature) treat the disclosure 
choice as exogenous – certain types of knowledge (or knowledge by 
certain types of organizations) is disclosed in a particular way 

• However, researchers and organizations choose among alternative 
discloure strategies 

•  While individual scientific researchers may favor publication, 
managers will tend to have preferences for publication, or 
worse from our perspective as empirical researchers, secrecy 

• We know almost nothing about what types of knowledge is 
maintained as a secret and the impact of trade secrecy rules on the 
diffusion and flow of knowledge over time, space, and context 



Nobels vs. Noses 
  Some aspects of the perfume industry are highly scientific 
  In 1887, German scientist, Albert Bauer accidentally  discovered  the organic molecule

 for musk & patented it.  He also went on to synthesize derivatives – musk xylene, musk
 ketone etc. (in Chanel No. 5). 

  Scientists began to elucidate rules linking structures to smell:  e.g. to smell musky
 macro-cycle ring must have 14-18 members.  Both new molecules and synthetic
 pathways are patented & published. 

  At least three Nobel Prizes for “perfume” in the last century 
•  Wallach, 1910 - essential oils, including terpenes, were previously a mysterious field now

 presented clearly in experimental as well as in theoretical respects, “must be regarded as one of
 the greatest triumphs which chemical science has celebrated”  

•  Ruzicka, 1939 – for the investigation of very large number of important polyterpenes which
 included many “odora” occurring in musk and civet, muscone and civetone. 

•  Noyori, 2001 - concerns molecules that occur in two forms that are mirror images of each other -
 two forms often have totally different effects on cells e.g. the receptors in our nose. One form of
 the substance limonene smells like lemons, while its mirror image smells like oranges.  



Secrecy also widespread 
High levels of secrecy with very limited disclosure,

 strongly fought secrecy and mythical status of
 knowledge 

  Highly formalized training e.g. International
 Superior Institute of Perfume, Cosmetics and
 Food Aromas, Paris. 

  Individual “noses” who create the perfume
 “recipes” are highly paid but secretive
 (although their claim on royalties is subject to
 legal challenge – so credit is complex) 

  Tacit learning – often family links among
 “noses” 

  Also scientific – 2004 Nobel Prize for
 describing how odor-sensing proteins in the
 nose translate specific tastes and smells into
 information in the brain 

A lab the perfume institute in Versailles, New York Times 



Conclusions 
  The Citation Revolution has arrived! 

  The Identification Revolution seems a useful direction, particularly with
 the richness of data coming on line and the variety of institutional
 experiments that are possible 

  The study of knowledge flows based on bibliometric evidence must
 begin to address the endogeneity of disclosure itself …. 


